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QUESTION: 59
You are configuring transparent mode on an SRX Series device. You must permit IPbased traffic only, and BPDUs must be restarted to the VLANs from which they
originate. Which configuration accomplishes these objectives?

A. bridge {block-non-ip-all;bpdu-vlan-flooding;}
B. bridge {block-non-ip-all;bypass-non-ip-unicast;no-packet-flooding;}
C. bridge {bypass-non-ip-unicast;bpdu-vlan-flooding;}
D. bridge {block-non-ip-all;bypass-non-ip-unicast;bpdu-vlan-flooding;}

Answer: A

QUESTION: 60
Click the Exhibit button.

Referring to the exhibit, you have expanded the disk storage size in ESXi for your log
collector from 500 GB to 600 GB. However, your log collector’s disk size has not
changed. Given the scenario, which two statements are true? (Choose two.)

A. You must run a script from the console to expand the disk size.
B. The ESXi storage parameter is not associated with the Elasticsearch disk size
parameter.
C. You must reboot the log collector for storage settings to be updated
D. You must re-run the log collector setup script to update the storage settings.

Answer: A, C

QUESTION: 61
You are scanning files that are being transferred from the Internet to hosts on your
internal network with Sky ATP. However, you notice that files that are 1 GB in size are
not being scanned by Sky ATP. In this scenario, which two statements are true? (Choose
two.)

A. The Sky ATP failback option is set to permit.
B. The Sky ATP engine or the SRX Series device is too busy.
C. The 1 GB file size is larger than the scan size limit for Sky ATP.
D. The Sky ATP policy on the SRX Series device is misconfigured.

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 62
Your manager has notices a drop in productivity and believes it is due to employees
checking their social media feeds too frequently. You are asked to provide analytical
statistics for this traffic within your network on an hourly basis.
Which AppSecure feature should be used to collect this information?

A. AppQoS
B. AppFW
C. AppTrack
D. APBR

Answer: C

QUESTION: 63
What is the required when deploying a log collector in Junos Space?

A. root user access to the log collector
B. a shared log file directory on the log collector
C. the IP address of interface eth1 on the log collector
D. a distributed deployment of the log collector nodes

Answer: A

QUESTION: 64
Click the Exhibit button.

A customer submits a service ticket complaining that access to http://www.example.com/
has been blocked. Referring to the log message shown in the exhibit, why was access
blocked?

A. All illegal source port was utilized.
B. The URI matched a profile entry.
C. The user/role permissions were exceeded.
D. There was a website category infraction.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 65
Using the Policy Controller API, which configuration would post Sky ATP with PE mode
to the Policy Enforcer controller configuration?

A. “configs”: {“sdsn”: false“cloudonly”: true}
B. “configs”: {“sdsn”: false“cloud”: false}
C. “configs”: {“sdsn”: true“cloudonly”: false}
D. “configs”: {“sdsn”: false“cloud”: true}

Answer: C
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